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19/09/2016
To whom it may concem.
Recommendation
I, undersigned, Mr. Bob H.J. Wouda, as Director of Care Centre The Hynder Hoeve
and Board member Humanitarian of The Foundation Platform Cooperation The
Netherlands - Ukraine, have the pleasure to give my recommendation about:
Charitable Organization: “Lviv charitable Organization “Teenager”.
This organization is well-known by me due the fact that my Care Centre gives
humanitarian support already more as 10 years to this Ukrainian organization. In
Charge of the staff is Mr. Sergey Popov (“Teenager”) and Mr. Oleg Surgov (“Epos”)
who is working and in Charge from beginning that this organizations has been situated
in the city of Lugansk / East part of Ukraine.
This organizations has own Ukrainian staff and all are volunteer people. The reason of
my support is the fact that the volunteers have knowledge, organize very good projects
concentrated on the education from children, the protecting of young women by giving
good information and other but need the support from abroad.
In order of the Associated Country Women of the World in England I did monitoring
soine projects in the time this Teenager Organisation was situated in Lugansk. The
projects were very positive and also the financial part is very correct and can be seen
for public in Ukraine as well for organizations from abroad.
After the bombing from terrorists and Russian soldiers from the city of Lugansk and
other cities and the very dangerous Situation for all kind of people, special young
women in east Ukraine, Sergey and a few adults manage to get away with about 60
orphan and some adults to west Ukraine and started with his wife to help other
refugees (refugee now themselves as so many other are now-a-days from east
Ukraine).
Sergey Popov organized again a small team around him, managed to get some place to
stay near the city of Lviv (west Ukraine) and as far as I know in this moment he did
help about 800 families. His organization is written in the register in Kiev as
Humanitarian Organization.
About the Situation from refugees, men, women and children there is no need to write
about. Just follow the news. Due the fact that I myself are married for longer time with
my Ukraine wife, live partly in Holland and partly in Ukraine, I stayed all the time in
contact with this organization and support where we can.
The Teenager Organisation need more help; the volunteer people have enthusiasm, the
power to help, but in need for more help from abroad; the political Situation from
Ukraine State itself is not able to give the needed support.
In my position as mentioned above, I can give Lviv Charitable Organization Teenager
a very positive recommendation from which I hope this can help this organization s to
build a stronger centre for education from children, safe places for refugees and a well
organized and central location for humanitarian aid in west Ukraine.
This recommendation by me as director of Care Centre The Hynder Hoeve, and Head
Humanitarian Aid Foundation Platform Cooperation The Netherlands – Ukraine
located in the town of Baexem, Street: Van Breestraat number 3, postcode 6095 CC in
The Netherlands, written in The Chamber of Commerce in The Netherlands, Province
Limburg with number 09095436 is in the frame of Cooperation with humanitarian aid

for Ukraine in a way that the support is in safe and good but very important: also
reliable hands. The organizations Lviv Charitable Organization “Teenager” and the
staff is such a reliable organization.
If you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact Mister Bob
Wouda: hvnderhoeve10@hetnet.nl +0031 (0) 630727117 or 0031 (0) 475 582093 or
bob.wouda@platform-oekraine.nl

Yours sincerely

Bob H.J.Wouda
Director

